EXERCISE YOUR

BODY MUSCLES
IN ALL ASPECTS

1. Suitable for any ﬁtness level
2. Combinable intensity
3. Upgraded sturdy hooks

EXERCISE ANYTIME ANYPLACE

Please read this manual before using the Resistance
Bands. Failure to follow these instructions may
lead to injury or damage of property.

Safety Instructions
01. Inspect bands and handles before and after every use for scratches, holes, tears, worn
areas, stretch marks, discolouration or loose stitching. If you ﬁnd any defect, DO NOT
use the band.
02. Only use resistance bands as intended and demonstrated in this guide for exercise
purposes. Inappropriate use of resistance bands may lead to serious injury or property
damage.
03. Begin your workout slowly, especially if you are new to exercise. Do not perform
exercises exceeding your capability.
04. Use proper techniques and common sense while exercising. Keep away the equipment
from children and pets.
05. Do not wrap bands around any part of your body including neck, legs, wrists, mouth etc.
06. Before each use, ensure that the band is perfectly attached to the handles to avoid
injury from a band slipping or snapping.
07. Always use extreme attention to protect your eyes when using the resistance bands.
08. Never release the resistance bands or handles while stretched. Sudden release will
cause the tube to snap and can cause signiﬁcant injury.
09. Always use a strong support point such as a closed door or sturdy piece of equipment.
DO NOT wrap bands around any rough or sharp surfaces.
10. Follow your physician's advice to avoid injury if you are using the bands as part of a
rehab therapy program.
11. Stop exercising instantly if you experience discomfort, nausea, dizziness or pain. See a
physician quickly if you experience chest or stomach pain, palpitations or difﬁculty in
breathing.
12. Children below the age of 18 should use the bands under adult supervision only.
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Resistance Bands
The Resistance Band is a multi-dimensional tool excellent to use at home, gym or carry
while traveling. With literally hundreds of exercises, there is no excuse why you can’t work
every muscle group of your body. There are many beneﬁts of these simple exercise tools
including versatility, convenience, safety and effectiveness.
What Resistance Bands Do?
A resistance band exactly does what the name indicates. It adds resistance to associate
exercise. This added resistance helps strengthen your core muscles and pushes you to
work a little bit harder every day.
How Resistance Bands Work?
Resistance bands work like dumbbells, barbells, or other free weights. Resistance bands
offer external resistance that your muscles need to work against. When you are pushing
against a resistance band during an exercise, your muscles need to engage to work
against the tension.
Assembly Instructions
Stackable bands: To attach bands to handles, press the carabiner to open then clip onto
the metal D-ring clip on the handle. Follow the same procedure to add more stackable
bands for more resistance.
Door Anchor:
01. Slip one end of the band through the loop portion of the door anchor piece.
02. Slide the anchor piece to the middle of the band.
03. Open the door and insert the anchor portion with the ball into the crack in the
hinge side of the door.
04. When it is all the way behind the door with the loop portion still in front of the door,
close the door securely.
Resistance Levels:
Black: 30lbs
Blue: 25lbs
Red: 20lbs
Green:15lbs
Yellow: 10lbs
Combine different or all the bands together to create resistance from 10lbs to 100lbs.
Maintenance
Wipe with a damp cloth to clean. Do not use soap or other cleaning products on bands, it
may damage and/or weaken latex. Store in a cool and dry place, keep away from moisture,
heat and direct sunlight.
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Beneﬁts of Resistance Band Exercises
01. Each band exerts a particular amount of force on your muscles when stretched and
can be used in both upper and lower body training.
02. Resistance band exercises increase stability of knees, ankles, hips, and shoulders.
This can prevent injuries.
03. Whether suffering from a sports injury or a work-related injury, anyone can beneﬁt
from stability training into their rehab programs. Physical therapists often recommend
resistance training into injury recovery programs.
04. Resistance bands are extremely portable and you can take them anywhere with you.
Do your resistance band workout while on business trips, vacations or even work.
05. These stretchy bands are a fantastic addition to your stretching routine, especially if
you lack flexibility and mobility.
06. Increases core strength and the associated positive effects. Improved core strength
can aid in correcting postural issues and help to reduce low-back pain.
07. When you improve your balance and posture, your ability to focus and paying attention
to a subject improves.
08. Resistance exercise can increase metabolic rate, an important factor in maintaining
body weight.
09. Muscle mass naturally decreases with age, but strength training can help reverse the
trend and also increase bone density and reduce the risk of fractures.
10. As you gain muscle, your body begins to burn more calories easily, making it easier to
control your weight.
11. Strength training helps to maintain joint flexibility and can reduce the symptoms of
different types of arthritis.
Here we put together a list of some great resistance band exercises worth trying
recommended by certiﬁed professional trainers. You can pick four or ﬁve of the below, do
12 to 15 reps of each, and repeat three times, to create your own resistance band workout
or you can add a couple of these moves to your regular routine to further target the
muscles you're trying to work on.
At ﬁrst you should start with gentle exercises until you become familiar with all the
movements.
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Lower-body Exercises
01. Front Squat
Stand on the band with your feet slightly wider
than the shoulder width.
Holding a handle in both hands, bring the top
ends of the bands over each shoulder.
Sit straight down, chest up, abs ﬁrm, pressing
knees out over your toes.
Now rise back up to the starting position.
Repeat it for 8–12 times.
02. Leg Extension
Anchor a loop band in a lower position on a
support (like an incline bench), looping the
other end around your ankle with the loop
band positioned behind you.
Step away from the anchor to create tension
on the band, and position both your feet
hip-width apart.
Shift your body weight to your left foot and lift
right leg from the floor. Extend your knee until
it straightens out in front of you.
Now slowly return to the starting position. You
may do 8–12 reps before switching legs.
03. Prone (lying) Leg Curl
Lie face down and loop a band around your
right ankle, anchoring the other end to a door
for support.
Now scoot away from the anchor to create
tension.
Tighten your core and bend your both leg at
the knee, bringing heel toward gluteus as far
as you can comfortably go.
Slowly return your leg to the starting position.
Repeat it for 10–15 times, and then you can
switch sides.
Resistance band
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04. Standing Adductor
Anchor a band at the ankle height to a door
and stand with your left side facing the
support. Attaching both ends of the band to
one ankle.
Now stand perpendicular to the band and step
away from the support to create some tension.
Keep your head and back straight, chest up
and stomach tight.
Now sweep your ankle across your body, past
your standing leg, squeezing thighs together.
Slowly return to your starting position. Repeat
this for 12–15 times before switching sides.
05. Standing Abduction
Anchor a loop band at your ankle height to a
support and stand with your left side toward
the anchor, wrapping the free end around your
right ankle.
Step away from the support to create some
tension. Lift your outer leg up and straight out
to side as far as possible.
Now pause and then return your leg to the
starting position. Repeat this for 15–20 times
before switching sides.
06. Supinated Clamshell
Loop a band around your both legs just above
your knees.
Lie down face up with hips and knees flexed to
90°.
Pull the knees away from each other and hold
on contracting position for 2–3 seconds.
Now slowly return to the starting position.
Repeat this for 10–12 times.
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07. Plantar Flexion (ankle flexion)
Sit on the floor with your right leg extended.
Wrap one end of a resistance band around
your toe of the right foot and hold the other
end in your hands.
Keep toes flexed up and slowly press your foot
forward against band's resistance.
Now gradually return to the starting position
and do 15 to 20 reps and repeat on the left
side.

Arm Exercises
01. Concentration Curl
Start with a forward lunge position the keeping right leg in front. Place the middle of the
band under your right foot and attach both
ends to a handle.
Grasp the handle with your right hand resting
your elbow on your thigh with the palm facing
the shoulder.
Now curl the band up toward your shoulder,
squeezing your biceps at the top. You may
repeat for 8–10 times before switching sides.
02. Lunge
Start with a forward lunge position keeping
the right leg in front. Place the middle of the
band under your right foot and attach each
end to a handle.
Grasp the handles with both hands, with palm
facing each other and curl the band up to your
shoulder.
Now slowly stand by lifting your knee up. You
may repeat for 8–10 times before switching
sides.
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03. Standing Biceps Curl
First stand by your feet shoulder-width apart
with both feet placed over the middle part of
the band.
Grab the handles in both hands and start with
your arms down at your sides with palms
facing front.
Now pull your arms toward your shoulders by
bending the elbow until you get a good bicep
contraction.
Slowly lower your arms down. You may do
12–15 curls.
04. Triceps Kickback
Stand by your feet shoulder-width apart with
both feet placed over the middle part of the
band.
Hold both ends of the band, position your
arms at your sides with the palms facing
behind you and bend yourself (keeping your
elbows tucked by your sides) until your upper
arms are parallel to the floor.
Now extend your arms and push it behind your
body until both arms (whole) are parallel to the
floor.
Slowly get your arms back to the tucked
position. Repeat it for 8–10 times.
05. Overhead Triceps Extension
First sit on a chair or bench, placing the centre
of a band beneath your gluteus and grab a
handle in each hand.
Now, stretch both arms up, bending the
elbows so your hands are positioned behind
your neck with palms facing the ceiling.
Press your arms straight up until they get fully
extended. Slowly get back to starting position.
Repeat it for 10–12 times.
You can do it with one arm at a time and in
standing position too.
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Core Exercises
01. Kneeling Crunch
Attach the band to a high anchor (such as the
top of a door or cable column) and grab the
both side of the band then kneel down.
Extend your elbows out at the shoulder level to
engage your core, and crunch down while
contracting your abs.
Now slowly return to the starting position.
Repeat it for 10–12 times.
02. Woodchopper
Anchor our tube band near the top of a
support with your right side toward the
support. Grab the handles with your both
arms stretched out overhead.
Pull the band down across your body to the
front of your knees while rotating your right hip
and pivoting your back foot.
Now slowly return to the starting position.
Repeat 8–10 times on each side.
03. Anti-rotation Band Walkout
Anchor the tube band slightly below your
chest level on a support and grasp the handles
to create tension on the band and squat into
an athletic stance.
Hold the band with both hands straight out in
front of your chest keeping your core tight.
Pull forward until the band is too tense to go
any further.
Slowly move back toward the column to the
starting position. Repeat it for 6–8 times on
each side.
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04. Reverse Crunch
Anchor the band on ankle level of a support
and lie down face up, bending the knees 90°.
Now wrap the band around the top of both feet
and scoot back to create tension with abs
tight and back flat.
Now pull the knees toward your shoulders,
contracting your abdominal muscles. Then
slowly go back to the starting position. Repeat
it for 12–15 times.

05. Bent-over Row
Stand over the center of the band with feet
shoulder-width apart.
Now bend slightly at your knees and hinge at
your waist, keeping your hips back. Grasp the
band handles with palm facing each other
with the elbows bent.
Pull the band up toward your hips until the
elbows form a 90-degree angle with the upper
arms. You may do it for 10–12 reps.

06. Seated Row
Take a seat with legs extended; place the
center of the band behind the soles of your
feet.
Grab the band with your both hand, arms
being extended and palms facing each other.
Now bend your elbows and pull the band
toward your core, squeezing your shoulder
blades together.
Slowly in a controlled manner return to your
starting position and repeat the process for
10–12 reps.
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07. Pull Apart
Stand with knees slightly bent, feet
shoulder-width apart.
Now grip the middle section of the band with
both hands keeping a short distance between
them at shoulder level with palms facing
down.
Keeping your both arms straight, pull the band
out and back until your shoulder blades
ontract.
Slowly return to the starting position. You may
stretch, squeeze, and release for 8–10 reps.
08. Lying Pullover
Anchor the tube band in a lower position and
lie down facing up with knees bent.
Grab the handles with both hands and stretch
your arms straight out overhead. With the
elbows slightly bent.
Now pull the band overhead, crossing your
torso until the handle reaches your both
knees. Slowly return to the starting position
and perform 8–10 reps.
09. Lat Pulldown
First anchor the band overhead to a horizontal
bar pulling the free ends down at your sides
and take a lunge position facing the anchor.
Now grip both end with arms extended
overhead and hands slightly wider than
shoulder width and bend your elbows,
Pull the band down while contracting your
back muscles. As your hands reach your
shoulders, slowly raise them back to the starting position. Rock it out 10–12 reps.
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Chest Exercises
01. Push-up
At ﬁrst get in plank position. Place your hands
on the floor holding the handles and keeping
the band across your upper back.
Contract your gluteus and abs and push
straight up until your arms are fully stretched.
Get your chest back down to the floor. Repeat
for 5–20 times.
02. Bench Press
Anchor the tube band on the bench and lie
down face up on the bench.
Grab a handle in each hand and position them
at shoulder height (so your thumbs touch the
front of your shoulders).
Stretch your arms straight up overhead to full
extension, moving your hands toward each
other at the top.
Now slowly in a controlled manner move them
down to starting position. Repeat it for 10–12
reps.

03. Standing Chest Press
Anchor the band on a sturdy support at chest
height and grab both handles with your back
towards the anchor.
Now step forward to reduce the slack,
positioning your hands at chest height. Pull
the handles until your arms are fully stretched.
Slowly return to the starting position and
repeat the process for 12–15 times.
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Shoulder Exercises
01. Overhead Press
Stand over the center of a tube band with feet
shoulder-width apart.
Grip both handle, positioning your hands at
shoulder level with the palms facing each
other so your thumbs touch your shoulders.
Press straight up, rotating your palms forward
as you fully stretch your arms. Now get back
down slowly. You can repeat the procedure for
8–10 times.

02. Forward Raise
First stand on the middle of the band with feet
shoulder-width apart and grip the handles at
your sides with palms facing in.
Now without bending your elbows, bring your
right arm straight out in front of you to the
shoulder height.
Get back down slowly. Repeat for 8–12 times.

03. Lateral Raise
Stand by with feet positioned over the center
of a tube band, shoulder-width apart.
Grip both handle with arms down at your sides
and palms facing in.
Now without bending your elbows, raise your
arms straight out to the sides to shoulder
level. Slowly get back down. Go for it 8–10
reps.
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04. Upright Row
First place your feet over the centre of the
band, shoulder-width apart.
Grip the band handles with your palms facing
each other and position them just in front of
your thighs.
Now pull the band straight up the front of your
body to shoulder level, keeping your both
elbows bent.
Slowly get back down to the beginning position. Keep up the rowing for 10–12 reps.
05. Bent Over Rear Delt Fly
First sit at the edge of a chair or bench,
positioning your feet over the middle of the
band.
Now cross the band and grab the handles with
your palms facing each other.
Bend forward at your waist, back straight, and
raise your both arms straight out to your sides
until the band reaches shoulder level.
Slowly get back to the beginning position. Try
it for 10–12 reps.
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We, ROMIX provide our customers with an unparalleled experience by making
the best professional products in the world. We will deﬁnitely continue to
innovate and challenge old paradigms with new solutions.
Support

www.weareheretohelp.co.uk

Call: 0044 (0) 1582 969769
Email: contact@weareheretohelp.co.uk

Thank you for being with us. Stay connected.
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